
Dust in the Interstellar Medium 
Current picture of ISM from multi-wavelength imaging & 
spectroscopy [radio, mm, IR, optical, UV, X-ray,1 -ray] 
also polarization measurements 
Dust  multi-imaging, spectroscopy, polarization source 
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optical image of  sky 
Mellinger PASP 2009 



Dust in the Interstellar Medium  Manifestations 
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1. Extinction: absorption & scattering of                                                                      
starlight 

Herschel (1785)  dark areas in Milky Way   
Barnard (1919)  photographic survey   

 
Trumpler (1930) demonstrated -1 law  

 
 

Stars shining through edges of  
cloud redder than (most) stars 
 outside.  

 
fires or volcano eruptions. 
Transmitted light reddened 
Indicates scattering by particles 
smaller than wavelength of light  
scatter blue more than red 
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Optical 



 
Dark clouds observed when dust 
obscures [absorbs and scatters]          

light from our line of sight 
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Infrared:  more stars visible 

Dust seen as a reflecting cloud when a 
 star is inside or in front of the dust.  

Reflected light slightly bluer 



 

The apparent magnitude  of a  star at wavelength  
increases due to extinction A    

  m  = M  + 5 logd -5+ A  
mint = M  + 5 logd -5 

at wavelength , m  is apparent magnitude, mint  is intrinsic 
magnitude, d is distance in pc 

 
change in magnitude due to extinction = A  = m  - mint  

 
Now I = I0e-   and m  - mint = -2.5log F /Finte- ,  

 
m  - mint = 2.5 loge   

 
Thus m  -mint = 1.086 , and A  = 1.086    

 
i.e. change in magnitude due to extinction = optical depth 

in line of sight 
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Extinction in particular wavelength bands 
usually written AB, AV, AR  

 
Extincted objects appear redder since A  

usually decreases with wavelength 
Reddening between two bands is color excess 

 e.g. EB-V = (B-V)obs  (B-V)int where 
(B-V)obs is the observed color index and (B-V)int is the 

intrinsic color index 
V = MV + 5logd -5 +Av, B = MB + 5logd  5 +AB 

EB-V = MB +AB MV Av  MB + MV = AB AV  and 
Thus color excess EB-V = AB AV  
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Define RV as ratio of total to selective absorption  
RV = AV/EB-V 

RV depends on composition and size of dust grains  
 diffuse ISM, RV ~ 3 

dense regions of molecular clouds ~ 5 
and AV  = 1.086 V  = 3-5 EB-V 

 
Now, (A  - AV)/(AB-AV) = A /EB-V  RV 

Assume A   0 as ,   
RV = - [E -V/EB-V] 

 
Usual to plot RV

-1 as function of A  /AV  
Resulting plots approximately linear 
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Characteristics 
Theory /observations agree well 

until UV 
 Extinction  1/  in visible: 

typical of grain diameters ~ visible 
Deviations of curves increase 

beyond UV;; Larger R for denser 
clouds;; sometimes much less 
steep rise. Effect of grain size? 
 
Herschel 36  exciting star M8 -

fits normal law but R=5.3 peculiar 
HD48099 close to standard 
BD +56 524  low density ISM, 

diffuse dust 
 = 4.6 m-1) bump 

consistent with graphite 
resonance,  particles < 0.1 m 
 

Variation of extinction with  
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Composition of grains 
 
Spectral features in 
extinction curves  
graphite 
(circumstellar dust from 
carbon stars) 
silicates 9.7 and 18 m 
(circumstellar dust from 
oxygen rich stars) 
 
 

Also features due to water ice mantles on grains 
 

mission to Comet Wilde 



Interstellar extinction tables give average values for 
extinction as a function of wavelength 

From tables with R = 3.1:  AV/AJ = 3.55,  AK/AJ= 0.382 
and AK/AV = 0.382/3.55 

 
Solar neighborhood : <AV> = 2m/kpc 

Visual extinction to Galactic center = 16m 
K-band (2.2 m) extinction to GC = 1.6 x 3.82/3.55 ~ 1.7m 

 

5 m extinction = 0.095/3.55 x 16 ~ 0m.4 
Galaxy becomes transparent beyond 5 m  

 
-ray 

energies pass 5 KeV 
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Dust in the Interstellar Medium  Manifestations 

2. Depletion of heavy element abundances w.r.t.  
solar values in direction of heavily reddened stars 

 - consistent with presence of grains 
 
Formation of Grains 
Stable state of atoms/ molecules change from gas to 

solid as T drops or vapor pressure P increases 
Condensation : gas  solid 
Sublimation: solid  gas 

Refractory elements  [Fe, C(graphite), Al, SiO 
(silicates)]  condense at ~ 1000 K 

Volatiles [H20, NH3] condense at ~ 100K 
Pure hydrogen  does not condense at i/s pressures 
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Red giant star winds are dense, cool  T ~ 1-2 x 103K 
 nucleation sites of refractory grains 

Grains move with winds into ISM, cool, grow by accreting 
atoms, molecules   

Grains destroyed ~ every 107  years 
in HII region heating or supernovae shocks 

In 107  years substantial mantles can grow in dense 
molecular clouds where nH >> 100cm -3 

 
Spectral line measurements along lines of sight through 

clouds to stars illustrate 
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Condensation 
temperature and 
depletion 
correlated  
 
Refractory 
Elements C, O, 
Fe, Si, Ca, Mg, S, 
Al, Ni etc 
depleted 
 
Considerable 
fraction of these 
assumed to be in 
solid form in 
grains 
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Two stars - same line of sight 
-different reddening, 
 different depletions 
 
Refractory elements no longer 
 in gas phase constituents of 
Grains 
 
Correlation between 
 condensation temperature 
and depletion  grains from 
expanding cooling clouds 



Supporting evidence  
- diameter of smallest dust grains that scatter light 

effectively  is a ~ /2  ~ 0.1 m ~ 10-5 cm 
 

- density of dust (graphite, silicate) ~ 2g cm-3  
 
for optical depth of unity, surface density of dust  

~ 2 g cm-3 x 10-5 cm ~ 2x 10-5 gm cm-2 
 

If ¼ of heavy elements are condensed onto dust 
[2 x 0.02 (solar abundance)/4 ]  this dust column density 

corresponds to hydrogen column density  2x10-3 g cm-2 

NH = 2 x 10-13 g cm-2 /mp = 1021 cm-2  
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NH = 1021 cm-2   
optical depth 1 corresponds to ~ 1m extinction 

V= 1 
 useful rough rule  NH  1021 AV  

 
Recall multi-wavelength images of Milky Way 

In infrared and longer  grains, can SEE 
distant stars making MW disk 

Optical galaxy looks ~8 times thicker 
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Optical 



NH = 1021 cm-2   
optical depth 1 corresponds to ~ 1m extinction 

V= 1 
 useful rough rule  NH  1021 AV  

Recall multi-wavelength images of Milky Way 
In infrared and longer  grains, can SEE 

distant stars making MW disk 
 

Optical galaxy looks ~8 times thicker 
See only 1/8 of galaxy in visible light? (~ 1kpc)  

mean density of dust-containing gas  
nH ~ 1021 cm-2/1kpc = 1021 /3 x 1021 = 0.3 cm-3 

Consistent with estimated gas densities  
AND with ~1/4 heavy elements condensed onto dust 
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